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Re: Draft National Electric Transmission Congestion Study 
 Comments of Southern Company Services, Inc. 
 
Southern Company Services, Inc. (“SCS”), as agent for Alabama Power Company, 

Georgia Power Company, Gulf Power Company and Mississippi Power Company (collectively, 
“Southern Companies”), appreciates this opportunity to provide these comments to the 
Department of Energy (“DOE”) as it finalizes this cycle’s National Electric Transmission 
Congestion Study.1  Southern Companies repeat their continued support of DOE’s efforts in 
preparing such studies in fulfillment of DOE’s statutory requirements under Section 216 of the 
Federal Power Act (“FPA”), 16 U.S.C. § 824p.  In Southern Companies’ view, DOE has 
discharged its statutory obligations admirably in its previous congestion studies (in 2006 and 
2009) and has done so again in the Draft Congestion Study with regard to its findings regarding 
the Southeast – the region in which Southern Companies have franchised service territories and 
own, operate, and maintain a significant electric transmission system.   

1 Southern Companies are providing these comments in accordance with DOE’s request for comments 
made in its “Draft for Public Comment, National Electric Transmission Congestion Study,” at ii, 88 (August 2014), 
available at: http://www.energy.gov/node/942311 (“Draft Congestion Study”) and in DOE’s request for written 
comments that was published in the Federal Register on August 19, 2014.  See 79 F.R. 49076. 
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As with the 2006 and 2009 studies, Southern Companies participated in a pre-study 
workshop coordinated by DOE (the December 6, 2011 Philadelphia workshop)2 and worked 
with DOE and its vendor as well as with other Southeastern utilities in the preparation of 
supporting information to facilitate DOE’s preparation of this cycle’s transmission congestion 
study.3  In addition, as noted in Appendix B to the Draft Congestion Study, Southern Companies 
provided comments on January 31, 2012 (“Initial Comments”) in response to an initial request 
by DOE for comments concerning its preparation of its congestion study for this cycle.4   

In these comments, Southern Companies respond to the specific findings made in the 
Draft Congestion Study regarding the Southeast and the particular comments sought by DOE in 
the Draft Congestion Study.5  In addition, Southern Companies are also hereby providing several 
clarifying comments in an effort to improve the accuracy of the final congestion study to be 
issued for this cycle.   

I. The Draft Congestion Study’s Findings Regarding the Southeast are Accurate and 
Appropriate. 

First and foremost, Southern Companies commend DOE for reaching the appropriate 
conclusions regarding its congestion findings in the Southeast.  The Draft Congestion Study 
provides: 

The Department’s findings regarding congestion in the Southeast 
are: 

· There are no clear trends in the application of 
administrative congestion management procedures over the 
period 2006-2011 with the exception of an increase in level 
5 TLR called by ICTE. 

2 As noted in Appendix A to the Draft Congestion Study, Mr. Jim Busbin of SCS participated as in Panel II 
at the December 6, 2011 Philadelphia workshop.  However, while Southern Companies thus participated in DOE’s 
Congestion Study Workshops held in 2011, the list of “Organizations Participating in Congestion Study 
Workshops” provided at Appendix A of the Draft Congestion Study omits Southern Companies.  

3 As discussed further below, information that Southern Companies provided to DOE is being resubmitted 
and is attached as Exhibit A hereto. 

4  Among other things, Southern Companies’ Initial Comments provide a description of Southern 
Companies (Initial Comments, at 2),  an overview of the 2006 and 2009 Congestion Studies’ findings regarding the 
Southeast (id., at 2-3), an overview of developments in the Southeast since 2009 and how this region remains free of 
significant economic or reliability congestion (id., at 3-4), a caution concerning the use of projected forecasted data 
(id., at 5), a discussion concerning the potential impact of certain EPA rules (id., 5-6), an overview of sources of 
publicly available data DOE could use to develop the congestion study, a discussion regarding the appropriate 
definition of “congestion” and the study metrics employed in the 2009 Study (id., at 10-13), and an explanation 
regarding how EIPC’s stakeholder-driven analyses and sensitivities for far-distant time periods have little bearing or 
probative value for DOE’s preparation of its congestion studies (id., at 13-14). 

The discussions and explanations in those Initial Comments remain germane to DOE’s finalization of the 
transmission congestion study for this cycle.  Rather than repeat those comments here, Southern Companies 
incorporate them by reference.       

5 See Draft Congestion Study, at 86-88. 
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· There are no reports of persistent transmission constraints 
within the region. 

 
· Transmission is being built in coordination with generation 

additions following longstanding planning practices 
overseen by state and regional protocols.6 

 
As a transmission service provider, load-serving entity, regulated utility, and otherwise an 

owner, operator, and user of an expansive transmission system in the Southeast, Southern 
Companies concur with these findings and respectfully submit that they are the consensus of 
other significant market participants and State regulators in this region.  While Southern 
Companies have some recommended edits to certain of the discussions in the Draft Congestion 
Study regarding the Southeast, from a big picture perspective, the Draft Congestion Study’s 
findings are appropriate and correct regarding the general lack of significant congestion and 
constraints in the Southeast.   

 
Importantly, and as discussed further below, DOE was able to make these appropriate 

and correct findings using publicly available data through the use of existing sources and through 
outreaches to the States, Regional Reliability Entities (“RREs”), and stakeholders.  

 
II. Southern Companies’ Responses to Questions Specifically Raised in the Draft 

Congestion Study 
 
 While inviting comments on any aspect of the Draft Congestion Study, DOE specifically 
sought comments regarding several specific topics. 7   The following provides Southern 
Companies’ feedback regarding these significant matters. 
 

A. Additional Legislative Authority to Pursue “Better Data” is Neither 
Necessary Nor Appropriate, and Annual Congestion Reports, Likewise, are 
Not Helpful. 

 
 DOE first seeks comments on its reliance on publicly available data and on certain 
“actions the Department intends to take to improve data quality and availability in the future.”8   
With regard to the additional data-related actions that DOE states its intent to pursue, the Draft 
Congestion Study states a “Need for Better Transmission Data”9 and discusses several factors 
that has led it to conclude have made it difficult to “compare” congestion nationally.10  The Draft 
Congestion Study then states broader national challenges that also support further data 

6 Draft Congestion Study, at xxiii, 84-85.   
7 Id., at 86-88.   
8 Id., at 86.   
9 Id., at xxiii. 
10 Id., at xxiii-xxiv, 12-13. 
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acquisition and sharing, with DOE then stating a “belie[f] that new authorization may assist in 
structuring and guiding this data collection and data-sharing process…”11  The Draft Congestion 
Study then discusses several broad “types of data that could be covered in such a legislative 
proposal…”12   
 
 As discussed above, DOE has reached the appropriate conclusions regarding congestion 
in the Southeast and has done so using publicly available information.  This demonstrates not 
only that the continued use of publicly available information is appropriate but that the calls for 
better data and new legislative authority are neither appropriate nor needed for DOE to fulfill its 
FPA Section 216 duties. 
 
 The Draft Congestion Study’s call for new legislation and better transmission data should 
be evaluated in the context of FPA Section 216 and the role played by DOE’s triennial 
congestion studies.  FPA Section 216 serves two purposes -- the coordination of federal 
transmission siting authorities and the provision to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(“FERC”) “backstop” transmission siting authority in certain limited circumstances. 13   The 
function of DOE’s performance of the triennial congestion studies serves as a reasonable check 
and balance to the backstop transmission siting authority that FPA Section 216 provides to 
FERC.  Specifically, running through FPA Section 216’s prescribed steps for FERC to exercise 
its backstop siting authority, DOE is to first perform its triennial congestion studies.14  Based 
upon such a study, DOE may, if certain findings and consultations are made, “designate any 
geographical area experiencing electric energy transmission capacity constraints or congestion 
that adversely affects consumers as a national interest electric transmission corridor” 
(“NIETC.”)15  Only following the performance of a national transmission congestion study and 
the actual designation of a NIETC may FERC’s backstop transmission siting authority be 
pursued for a particular transmission project within that NIETC.  In addition, that backstop 
authority may only be exercised following essentially a failure to have the project sited by State 
authorities (who retain primary authority over transmission siting) and only if FERC makes 
certain, specified findings. 
 
 When viewed in this statutory context, which Southern Companies submit is the only 
appropriate context to review DOE’s congestion study and data acquisition efforts, DOE has 
been able to more than adequately satisfy its FPA Section 216 duties to perform its transmission 
congestion studies and NIETC-related determinations using currently available, public 
information and through outreaches to the States, RREs, and stakeholders.  Based upon the 
information available to DOE through these sources, DOE was more than able to determine that 
no NIETC designations were necessary or appropriate based upon the 2009 Congestion Study, 

11 Id., at xxv, 14.    
12 Id.    
13 16 U.S.C. § 824p.   
14 16 U.S.C. § 824p(a)(1).   
15 16 U.S.C. § 824p(a)(2)(4). 
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and has made the appropriate congestion-related determinations (at least for the Southeast) in the 
Draft Congestion Study.  And the bottom-line is that, as shown through DOE’s congestion study 
analyses, transmission constraints and congestion have not reached such a problematic level as to 
justify FERC using its backstop siting authority under FPA Section 216 and thereby essentially 
supplanting a State’s primary siting authority.  Indeed, Chapter 4 of the Draft Congestion Study 
discusses that while 2000-2006 was a period of relatively low levels of investment in 
transmission infrastructure, the rate of transmission investment has since “risen noticeably,” 
thereby indicating that needed transmission infrastructure is being added pursuant to existing 
State-regulated processes.16   
 
 Moreover, while the Draft Congestion Study discusses some recent developments that 
might lead to increasing constraints and congestion in the future, such as certain recently issued 
Environmental Protection Agency’s rules and generation retirements,17 if significant constraints 
or congestion arise due to such trends or other developments, then DOE will have more than 
sufficient data and informational sources to make such a determinations for purposes of the 
triennial transmission congestion studies.  Indeed, if congestion and constraints arise that are of 
such severity as to justify the designation of NIETCs, such congestion and constraints will 
necessarily be significant and hence readily apparent through existing sources.  Additional 
legislation and “better” or more uniform data will not be necessary to make such determinations. 
    
 Furthermore, it is important to remember that FPA Section 216 does not direct DOE to 
find any single (or set of) nationally uniform transmission constraint and congestion metrics, 
which almost seems to be the intent in the Draft Congestion Study’s call for new legislative 
authority.  Instead, Section 216 requires DOE in the performance of its transmission congestion 
studies and designation of NIETC efforts to make any determinations “in consultation with 
affected States;” “[a]fter considering … recommendations from interested parties (including an 
opportunity for comment from affected States);” and “in consultation with any appropriate 
regional entity…”18  These directives indicate that Congress does not want the rote, nation-wide 
application of only certain metrics using only uniform data, but instead directs DOE to engage in 
regionally appropriate dialogues, data-collections, and analyses in making its constraint and 
congestion determinations.    
 
 In addition to being contrary to the FPA Section 216 statutory scheme, the Draft 
Congestion Study’s apparent desire to have essentially uniform data and metrics is not practical.  
This is demonstrated by the simple fact that even though the nation’s different regional 
transmission organizations (“RTOs”) and independent system operators (“ISOs”) all apply some 
form of congestion pricing mechanism/measurement, they do not, by any means, do so on a 
uniform or consistent basis.  Indeed, a review of the Draft Congestion Study’s discussions of 
those markets in its Chapters 5 and 6 establish the great variety of congestion mechanisms used 

16 See Draft Congestion Study, at 24-27.   
17 See id., at 27-34. 
18 16 U.S.C. § 824p(a)(1)-(3).   
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by the different RTOs and ISOs.   If the RTOs and ISOs have not found it practical to set-upon a 
single (or set of) consistent congestion measurements after years of use, it is unreasonable for the 
Draft Congestion Study to indicate the need to do so,19 especially when viewed in the above-
discussed context of FPA Section 216’s provision of limited backstop siting authority to FERC. 
 
 The foregoing leads to the inevitable conclusion that the Draft Congestion Study’s call 
for better data goes beyond FPA Section 216.  For example, one of the types of information that 
the Draft Congestion Study discusses pursuing is the “Price spreads between nodes across 
existing seams…”20  While not completely clear exactly what is contemplated concerning such a 
metric, for physical transmission markets, such as the Southeast, taken to an extreme obtaining 
that type of data might be construed to require the creation of the type of nodal pricing used in 
certain RTO/ISO locational marginal pricing (“LMP”) markets.  Such a market restructuring 
effort would go well beyond FPA Section 216’s limited focus of when it might be appropriate to 
provide FERC backstop transmission siting authority. 
 
 In fact, the Draft Congestion Study is candid that the more uniform data and metrics that 
it seeks are for reasons beyond the performance of FPA Section 216’s required transmission 
congestion study metrics.  The Draft Congestion Study states that the “congestion-related data 
challenges … are only part of a broader set of data problems…”21  The Draft Congestion Study 
then lists several “challenges and complexities” that will be faced by “[t]he planners and 
operators of tomorrow’s electricity systems…”22  However, such planners and operators, such as 
Southern Companies, have more than adequate institutional and informational means to obtain 
and develop the data they need to address tomorrow’s challenges.  The more uniform data and 
metrics contemplated by the Draft Congestion Study simply would not help but instead would 
prove to be burdensome distractions.  
 
 The Congestion Study also announces that DOE intends to work with the Energy 
Information Administration and FERC to “prepare an annual report on publicly available data 
and information on transmission matters, including congestion.” 23   While this effort is 
undoubtedly well intentioned, such annual congestion-related reports are not required by FPA 
Section 216 and would not be helpful.  Tracking congestion year-to-year is not meaningful and 
may appear to show an indication of congestion that in actuality may just reflect temporary 
nuances in system conditions, such as outages associated with interconnecting new generating 
facilities or significant transmission lines.  Rather than performing such congestion studies on an 

19 It bears emphasizing that, as discussed further in Section III.B below, congestion pricing metrics in the 
Southeast have no practical value because this region is characterized by a “physical” transmission market in which 
the transmission system is planned and expanded with the intent that transmission service will be provided to 
customers who have made long-term transmission commitments without congestion or constraint. 

20 Draft Congestion Study, at xxv, 14.   
21 Id., at xxiv, 13 (emphasis added).   
22 Id.    
23 Id., at iii, 7. 
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annual basis, the current three year cycle provides the appropriate perspective for identifying and 
analyzing significant, on-going congestion.  Accordingly, DOE should refrain from pursuing 
those annual congestion studies.   
 
 While calling for “better transmission data,” it bears noting that the Draft Congestion 
Study did not utilize all of the data that was provided.  Specifically, and as explained in the 
introduction to these comments, Southern Companies and several other large Southeastern 
transmission providers worked with DOE and its vendor to develop congestion- and constraint-
related  data for the Southeast’s physical transmission markets.  For ease of reference, the 
information that Southern Companies provided is being resubmitted as Exhibit A to these 
comments.  That information was provided in October 2012, and consisted of data involving 
transmission loading relief (“TLR”) procedures, percentage of transactions curtailed for both 
imports and exports for transmission service providers, transfer capability, denials of long-term 
firm transmission service, and transmission expansion information.  Other than the TLR and 
transmission expansion information, the Draft Congestion Study does not appear to reflect the 
other data that was provided, which Southern Companies respectfully submit provide relevant 
information concerning the degree of congestion and constraints for the Southeast’s, physical 
transmission markets.  
 
  

B. The Draft Congestion Study Does Not Support the Designation of Any 
NIETCs (at Least Not in the Southeast). 

The Draft Congestion Study also requests “feedback on whether the study’s findings 
warrant consideration of National Corridors.”24  The Draft Congestion Study’s findings for the 
Southeast of “no clear trends in the application of administrative congestion management 
procedures,” “no reports of persistent transmission constraints,” and “transmission is being built 
in coordination with generation additions,”25 establish that no NIETC should be designated in the 
Southeast.  Reinforcing that no such designation would be appropriate for the Southeast is that 
there are no major transmission siting difficulties encountered in this region under existing State-
regulated processes.   

 
In addition, while Southern Companies have more familiarity regarding the Southeast 

since this is the region in which they provide transmission service, Southern Companies are not 
aware of any other region in which an NIETC would be appropriate at this juncture.  As 
indicated above, Chapter 4 of the Draft Congestion Study discusses trends, such as the economic 
recession and lower demand, increases in energy efficiency, and increases in transmission 
investment that, for the most part, indicate an overall reduction in the degree of constraints and 
congestion nationally.26          

 

24 Id., at 86.   
25Id., at xxiii, 84-85.   
26 Id., at 16-35 
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C. FPA Section 216’s Backstop Siting Authority, Fortunately, Has Not Proven 
Necessary 

 
The Draft Congestion Study next “invites comments on the usefulness and relevance of 

its triennial congestion study and of its authority to designate National Corridors…” 27   In 
response, and as discussed above, DOE’s performance of its triennial congestion studies and 
NIETC requirements should be viewed in the overall statutory scheme of FPA Section 216.  The 
triennial transmission congestion studies and NIETC designations serve as prerequisites and 
reasonable checks and balances on FERC’s backstop siting authority, which is appropriate since 
a FERC exercise of backstop siting authority would be a signal that traditional, State-regulated 
siting processes have failed to address significant constraints and congestion.28   Fortunately, and 
again as indicated in the Draft Congestion Study, while the U.S. experienced a trend in 
decreasing levels of transmission investment prior to the enactment of FPA Section 216 in 2005, 
that trend has since reversed with there now being increasing levels of transmission investment.29  
Stated simply, FPA Section 216’s provision of backstop siting authority to FERC has not proven 
necessary to-date. 

 
However, the fact that FERC’s backstop siting authority has not proven necessary does 

not mean that the DOE’s triennial congestion studies and NIETC process have not proven 
necessary.  To the contrary, those processes remain important checks and balances on FERC’s 
backstop siting authority, which again should only be exercised if existing State-regulated 
processes have truly failed in light of transmission curtailments and congestion having such 
significance to be in the national interest. Accordingly, the removal of FPA Section 216’s 
triennial congestion and NIETC designation requirements should only be explored in the context 
of also removing FERC’s backstop siting authority.     

 
III. Other Issues Raised by the Draft Congestion Study 
 

While the foregoing addresses the Draft Congestion Study’s major findings made 
regarding the Southeast and the specific requests for comments made by DOE, the Draft 
Congestion Study also raises several other matters that Southern Companies address below in an 
effort to improve the accuracy and clarity of the final congestion study to be issued for this cycle.  
 

A. Compliance with Reliability Requirements Does Not Cause Constraints or 
Congestion. 

 
On at least a couple of occasions in the Draft Congestion Study, there are references to 

“constraints result from compliance with reliability rules.”30  While Southern Companies believe 

27 Id., at 86.    
28 See 16 U.S.C. § 824p(a)-(b).   
29 Draft Congestion Study, at 24-27. 
30 See id., at xi-xii, 10-11.   
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they understand the point that DOE is trying to make (in that maintaining reliability necessary 
requires limitations on facility usage), Southern Companies are concerned that these type of 
statements may be misleading and lead to confusion by indicating (and even stating) that 
compliance with reliability criteria causes constraints.  Taken to their logical conclusion, these 
statements would lead one to believe that constraints could be avoided by simply disregarding 
NERC’s reliability standards and other reliability criteria, which would not be the case (or 
otherwise recommended).   

 
In an effort to avoid such potential confusion, Southern Companies recommend that the 

pertinent discussion at pages xi and 10-11 be revised in the nature shown below:   
 

“Transmission constraints and congestion are related but distinctly 
different concepts. The term ‘transmission constraint’ may refer to: 
 
1) The physical rating of aAn element of the transmission system 
(either an individual piece of equipment, such as a transformer, or 
a group of closely related pieces, such as the conductors of a line 
that links one substation to another) that limits power flows;  
 
2) An operational limit (e.g., thermal, voltage, stability) imposed 
on an element (or group of elements) to maintain protect reliability 
in the event of system contingencies; or 
 
3) A limit in the amount of physical The lack of adequate 
transmission system capacity available to deliver electricity from 
areas of potential sources of generation (either from new sources or 
re‐routed flows from existing sources when other plants are 
retired) to areas of loads while meeting reliability criteria for 
system contingencieswithout violating reliability rules. 
 
Transmission constraints establish the levels at which the power 
system may be operated in a safe, reliable, and secure manner 
consistent with reliability standards., as defined above in (1), are a 
result of many factors including load level, generation dispatch, 
and facility outages. Jointly, these conditions establish a specific 
level or limit ‐‐ as in (2) ‐‐ to maximum permissible flow over the 
affected element(s), in order to comply with reliability rules and 
standards established to ensure that the grid is operated in a safe 
and secure manner. Reliability standards developed by the North 
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and approved 
by FERC specify how equipment or facility ratings should be 
calculatedrespected to avoid exceeding thermal, voltage, and 
stability limits following credible contingencies. Transmission 
operating limits, which constrain throughput on affected 
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transmission elements or paths, are observedidentified to maintain 
reliable operating levels consistent with NERC reliability 
standardscomply with these rules and practices. Thus, it is 
commonly thought that transmission constraints indicate reliability 
problems, in fact, reflect a transmission flow threshold necessary 
to maintain reliability constraints result from compliance with 
reliability rules.  However, wWhen constraints frequently limit 
desired flows, transmission enhancements may be warranted to 
enable the desired level of flowsor when these limits are violated 
so as not to shed firm load, they may indicate reliability problems 
that warrant mitigation.” 

 
B. Physical Transmission Markets are Not More Opaque than RTOs; Instead, 

Rather than Buying and Selling Congestion Products Using LMP 
Mechanisms as is Done in RTOs, the Non-RTOs Plan and Expand Their 
Transmission Systems with the Aim that Firm Transmission Service Will be 
Provided Without Congestion or Constraint. 

 
1. Physical Transmission Markets are Not More Opaque 

 
One of the more troubling aspects of the Draft Congestion Study is its statement that “the 

non-market regions are more opaque – buyers and sellers there collect less data and share little of 
what they collect.”31  This statement is not correct.  To the contrary, tremendous amounts of 
information about buyers’ and sellers’ wholesale sales are publicly available on the FERC-
regulated Electronic Quarterly Reports (“EQR”) and tremendous amounts of information about 
transmission requests and reservations are publicly available on the FERC-regulated Open 
Access Same-Time Information Systems (“OASIS”).   

 
What the Draft Congestion Study might be attempting to convey is that physical 

transmission markets are not congestion management markets that yield tremendous amounts of 
information about the buying and selling of congestion-related products, such as those involved 
in LMP markets administered by RTOs.  However, rather than using LMP markets to price 
congestion as done in certain RTO markets, non-RTOs operate physical transmission markets in 
which the transmission systems are generally planned, expanded and operated with the aim that 
those long-term firm service commitments will be served without congestion or constraint.32  In 
such physical transmission markets, if a transmission customer wants to receive service without 
congestion or constraint, then all that it has to do is commit to the long-term firm transmission 
service necessary to so expand and maintain the transmission system.  Accordingly, since a 
primary objective of the transmission planning and expansion in physical transmission markets is 

31 Draft Congestion Study, at xxxiii, 12.   
32 See Eastern Interconnection States’ Planning Council, “Market Structures and Transmission Planning Processes in 

the Eastern Interconnection,” at 6, 34, 64 (2012), available at: 
 http://communities.nrri.org/documents/68668/2fba6d8e-2775-4a9b-a731-969eb820d14a (“EISPC Paper”).  
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to allow firm transmission customers to receive service without congestion, congestion costs are 
neither calculated nor imposed.     

 
Accordingly, the fact that physical transmission markets do not make publicly available 

data regarding buyers and sellers buying and selling congestion-related products is because there 
are no such products or transactions.  It is not that non-RTO are more “opaque;” it is that such 
buying and selling of congestion products has no meaning for physical transmission markets 
since an aim of transmission planning and expansion is to allow for the provision of long-term 
firm transmission service without congestion or constraint.          

 
2. Rather than Congestion Pricing Metrics, in a Physical Transmission 

Market, More Appropriate Congestion Metrics are Those that 
Measure the Transmission System’s Ability to Provide and Maintain 
Delivery Priority (i.e., Firm Transmission Service) without Congestion 
or Constraint 

 
As discussed above, seeking to adopt congestion pricing metrics for non-LMP markets is 

meaningless since physical transmission markets do not price transmission congestion but 
instead seek to prevent such congestion or constraints in the provision of long-term service.      
Therefore, more meaningful and relevant congestion metrics for a physical transmission market 
are those that measure the ability of a physical transmission market/system to provide long-term 
firm transmission service without congestion or constraint.  In this regard, information that 
Southern Companies provided DOE in the course of DOE’s preparing this draft and that is 
attached hereto as Exhibit A provides several metrics that could be used to measure the ability of 
a transmission system to provide and maintain firm transmission delivery priority.  The 
“Congestion Considerations in Southeast Physical Transmission Markets” paper (“Physical 
Markets Paper”) provided in Exhibit A attached hereto discusses the following examples of such 
delivery priority metrics that could be used: 

 
1. Curtailments.   

 
a. TLRs.  Chronic curtailments of firm transactions on the same 

transmission facility can be indicative of congestion in physical markets.  The Draft 
Congestion Study has appropriately included in its analysis information in this regard.  
However, emphasis should be provided to TLRs level 5 and above since they involve 
curtailments of firm transactions.  In a physical market, the curtailment of non-firm 
transactions is not generally indicative of congestion since such service is taken on an 
“as-available” basis.     

 
b. Percentage of Transactions Curtailed.  The percentages of transactions 

(for both imports and exports) curtailed by the initiating by Reliability Coordinators may 
be determined using IDC information.  While such analysis would provide information 
for both firm and non-firm transactions, the percentage is typically shown to be so low 
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for the physical transmission markets in the Southeast as to indicate a lack of overall 
congestion in this region.33  
 
2. Transfer Capability.  The inability to support long-term firm import and export 

capability can be indicative of congestion in physical markets, as well as also indicating the 
potential level of vibrancy of non-firm energy transactions between regions and sub-regions.   
Information in this regard is publicly available on OASIS.  By making such OASIS data queries, 
graphic and/or tabular pictures of a transmission provider’s capability to transfer power into and 
out of its system can be built.   

 
3. Long-Term Firm Transmission Service Denials.  Since the physical 

transmission markets are largely predicated on the ability of users of the system to be able to 
obtain long-term firm service so as to receive service without congestion or constraint, the 
denials of long-term firm transmissions service request can be indicative of congestion.   
Detailed information regarding service denials is available through OASIS for each public utility 
transmission service provider.   

 
 
C. Non-RTOs in the Eastern Interconnection are also Responding to New 

Challenges Facing the Electric Industry. 
 
In discussing transmission congestion and constraints in the Eastern Interconnection, the 

Draft Congestion Study begins with an overview that discusses some of the industry-wide 
changes that have occurred since 2009, including a drop in demand and changes in generation 
mix and sources associated with lower natural gas pricings, environmental requirements, and 
renewable portfolio standards.34  The Draft Congestion Report then concludes that “Regions are 
responding to these challenges, in part, by changing transmission planning processes.”35  The 
report then discusses certain actions being taken by MISO, SPP, and PJM.36   

 
While Southern Companies do not believe it is DOE’s intent, the foregoing’s line of 

reasoning would lead one to think that only the referenced RTOs are addressing such issues, or 
that addressing those issues through modifications in transmission planning processes merit 
some particular emphasis vis-à-vis other means.  To provide more balance and accuracy to the 
Draft Congestion Study’s discussion at p. 51, revisions in the nature of the following are 
recommended: 

 

33  While the Physical Markets Paper does not discuss this “percentage of transactions curtailed” 
measurement of congestion, it was described in other materials sent by Southern Companies to DOE. 

34 Draft Congestion Study, at 48-51.   
35 Id., at 51.   
36 Id. 
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“These factors are affecting how transmission systems are 
planned and are addressed across the Eastern Interconnection in a 
manner that necessarily reflects regional differences in accordance 
with market structures and regulatory requirements.  While non-
RTOs address many of the economic ramifications associated with 
these changes through their integrated resource planning processes 
that, in turn, drive their transmission planning processes, some 
Rregions are responding to these challenges, in part, by changing 
their transmission planning processes.  MISO, SPP, and PJM 
have…”  

 
D. Clarifying Edits to the Draft Congestion Study’s Discussion of Southeastern 

Transmission Planning Efforts 
 
The Draft Congestion Study generally provides accurate references to the transmission 

planning performed by the North Carolina Transmission Planning Collaborative (“NCTPC”) and 
the Florida Reliability Coordinating Council (“FRCC”), but its description of some of the other 
transmission planning organizations in the Southeast are not completely accurate.37  Specifically, 
the Draft Congestion Study indicates that many Southeastern utilities perform their coordinated 
transmission planning for purposes of Order No. 890 through the Southeast Inter-Regional 
Participation Process (“SIRPP”), which is really not the case, and fails to identify the actual 
organization, the Southeastern Regional Transmission Process (“SERTP”), that they do use to 
perform such coordinated transmission planning.38  In this regard, the SIRPP was formed with 
the primary scope of providing a means for stakeholders to request up to five (5), 
hypothetical/economic, interregional transmission planning studies on a yearly basis.  As such, 
the SIRPP performs no substantive transmission planning but only performs such studies 
described above.  In contrast, the SERTP is the transmission planning organization that the 
several Southeastern transmission owners use to coordinate their transmission planning for 
purposes of Order Nos. 890 and 1000, with the SERTP having been significantly expanded in 
June 2014. 

To reflect these clarifications, Southern Companies recommend that the pertinent 
discussion found at page 76 of the Draft Congestion Study be revised to provide in the nature of 
the following:   

37 Draft Congestion Study, at 76.   
38 See id.   
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Several Southeastern states encourage or require joint planning. 
The North Carolina Transmission Planning Collaborative provides 
an opportunity for utilities to study transmission options and get 
input from customers, munis and co‐ops. The Collaborative has 
finalized its fifth report, identifying many of the proposed projects 
from the previous report are underway or completed, and calls for 
an additional $296 million in investment by 2021. 164

  Within 
Florida, the FRCC has coordinated transmission planning 
activities. 
 
Southern Companies, along with the Georgia Transmission 
Corporation, the Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia, Dalton 
Utilities, PowerSouth Energy Cooperative, and the South 
Mississippi Power Association, have participated in the 
Southeastern Regional Transmission Planning (“SERTP”) 
process. 165   The SERTP process is a coordinated, open and 
transparent process that allows for stakeholder (e.g., any interested 
party) feedback regarding the current ten year transmission 
expansion plans of these SERTP Sponsors.  Effective June 1, 2014, 
the SERTP has been expanded to include additional FERC‐
jurisdictional public utilities, municipal and cooperative utilities, 
and TVA.  With this expansion, the SERTP now spans all or 
portions of fourteen states.166   

164 Finley, E. (North Carolina Utilities Commission) (2011). “Comments of Ed 
Finley.” Provided at the United States Department of Energy (2011b). National 
Electric Transmission Congestion Study Workshop. Philadelphia, PA.  
December 6, 2011, at 
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/Transcript%20%202012%20National%20Elect
ric%20Transmission%20Congestion%20Study%20Philadelphia%20Workshop.
pdf, p.21; North Carolina Transmission Planning Collaborative, “NCTPC 2011 
Collaborative Transmission Plan Update,September 2012,” at 
http://www.nctpc.org/nctpc/document/REF/2012‐09‐
06/2011_Collaborative_Transmission_Plan_Update_090512.pdf. 
 
165 http://www.southeasternrtp.com/. 

 
166  As expanded, the SERTP now includes Southern Companies (Alabama 
Power, Georgia Power, Gulf Power and Mississippi Power); Associated Electric 
Cooperative, Inc.; Dalton Utilities; Georgia Transmission Corporation; the 
Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia; PowerSouth Energy Cooperative; the 
Tennessee Valley Authority; Louisville Gas & Electric and Kentucky Utilities; 
and Ohio Valley Electric Cooperative.  SMEPA has since joined MISO. 
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The Southeast also conducts cooperative planning pursuant to 
FERC Order 890 – the lead utilities in the Southeast have also 
created the Southeast Inter‐Regional Participation Process as a 
vehicle to support “a more open, transparent and coordinated 
transmission planning process” between the utilities and their 
stakeholders.” 167

 The SIRPP sponsor group has includeds the 
Southern Company, Duke Energy Carolinas, South Carolina 
Electric & Gas, the Entergy Companies, and the Tennessee Valley 
Authority. Since 2008, Tthis group has conducted regionalized 
interregional economic planning studies requested by stakeholders 
that identify the transmission impacts and requirements to move 
large amounts of power significantly above and beyond existing 
firm commitments and forecasted reliability needs.  of major load 
flow opportunities, using common models and assumptions, since 
2008. 
 
FERC Orders 1000 and 1000‐A require all utilities to participate in 
cooperative regional planning efforts. A large group of 
Southeastern utilities is developing a regional planning proposal to 
expand the southeast regional transmission planning process to 
include FERC‐jurisdictional, municipal and cooperative utilities 
and TVA spanning all or parts of twelve states. 168

 The utilities 
submitted compliance fillings in February 2013 (for the regional 
requirement) and July 2013 (for the interregional requirement) 
identifying this region as the Order 1000 entity. 

 

167  Southeast Inter‐Regional Participation Process (2012). Website accessed 
August 2012, at http://www.southeastirpp.com. 

 
168 Southern Company (Alabama Power, Georgia Power, Gulf Power and 
Mississippi Power), Associated Electric 
Cooperative, Dalton GA Utilities, Georgia Transmission Corporation, the 
Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia, 
PowerSouth Energy Cooperative, the South Mississippi Electric Power 
Association, the Tennessee Valley Authority, 

Louisville Gas & Electric and Kentucky Utilities, and Ohio Valley 
Electric Cooperative. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 
Southern Companies reiterate their support for DOE as it finalizes this cycle’s National 

Electric Transmission Congestion Study.  If there is anything that Southern Companies can do to 
support DOE in its efforts, feel free to contact us. 

 

 

 
     Sincerely,   

    /s/Andrew W. Tunnell 
    Andrew W. Tunnell 
    Attorney for Southern Company Services, Inc. 
 

OF COUNSEL: 
BALCH & BINGHAM LLP 
Andrew W. Tunnell 
Jesse S. Unkenholz 
P. O. Box 306 
Birmingham, AL  35201 
(205) 251-8100 (telephone) 
(205) 226-8798 (fax) 
























